
Accension Acceleration Device TS#101

As Q has mentioned, one of the hardest things humanity has had to tend with is having
to think all the time. But what if we had a technology that brings us into presence?

The ‘Concentrations for Eternal Life Device’ PRK-1U has been created after 20 years of
research by mathematician, physicist and psychic Professor Grigori Grabovoi.

● It may be the only technology in the world capable of accelerating the expansion
of human consciousness.

● It considerably amplifies the bio-signal of our thoughts to bring them to
materialization.

● It thus actively supports humanity in respect to harmonious development and
global salvation.

Through his psychic ability and working within the Russian aeronautics industry he
remotely scanned airplanes daily for defects. Certificates from the aviation board
verified that Grabovoi recognised the problems with 100% accuracy which technicians
were able to fix saving hundreds of potential accidents.

Problem: We are either lamenting about the past or worrying about the future. Staying
in presence is the ‘present’ we give to ourselves. When we can concentrate on the
things that make our hearts sing and be able to feel the joy in the present moment, this
is how we create our world.

Over many years Grigori Grabovoi has also received from Source, many healing
techniques as well as specific number sequences that expand consciousness, heal and
help us create magnificence in our lives on all levels

I have been able to take my energy healing students into an experience of eternal life
within 10 minutes by having them connect their consciousness with this device and
saying the numbers 1489999. This changes our frequency dramatically. This digital



sequence seems to open the ‘eternal life portal’ so we can experience it, not just believe
eternality exists.

Another amazing sequence is the ‘all is well’ sequence which immediately brings us into
the NOW and free from worry. I like to vocalize the numbers while seeing them placed
within my chakras. Note: The device is not needed to experience the power of the
numbers, however it greatly increases it by enhancing one’s ability to concentrate, feel
and thus create.

Goal: One of my projects is to make these devices and knowledge about the power of
Grabovoi’s healing methods and the digital sequences available to the world.

Seeing as consciousness is the foundation of everything, this will be greatly uplifting for
everyone who takes the time to use them. I would like to see the physical devices
available in every household. The device can also be tuned remotely. I have seven
other people who use my physical device remotely.

I have taught energy healing to practitioner level for over 25 years. The effectiveness of
the numbers and the power of the PRK-1U device has been verified by hundreds of my
students and clients.

I would like to get behind Prof. Grigori Grabovoi to promote manufacturing and
distribution of PRK-1U to get his work out to the world. You can see one of the
distributor’s websites here. https://www.prk-1u.com/en/prk-1u/

Inventions - Levitation - Supply Chain - Trucking T&A#102

•Set up a firm to rework levitation technologies from individuals and families for use by
truckers, container shipping (so can still get on and off ocean, laker, and air freight), and
by 3PLs’ in the national and global supply chains.

•Use my marketing contacts (8 years) at top U.S. trade global supply chain and logistics’
publications to get awareness, editor reviews and first client / user reviews.

•Find scientific and engineering team to rework existing levitation technologies for car
and light vehicles to meet tough use in commercial standards and durability for possible
Galactic trade.

•Adapt existing containers, if possible, for interim use between now and ‘beaming up’
goods between locations, countries and planets. Test use from +50 C to -80 C or colder.

https://www.prk-1u.com/en/prk-1u/


•Fund extensively.  Plan local areas to use levitation ‘lanes’ for trucks only to avoid ANY
accidents.  Build in sensor mechanism to ensure safe distances between drivers /
vehicles only.

•Goal is to reduce trucks on roads here and driver interactions between cars and semi
tractor trailers.

•Ship new and nominally used non-levitating trucks to areas and countries with roads.

•Ship levitating trucks to areas without roads; offer to and coordinate with local LWS’ers’
needs.

New Transportation Technologies T&S#103
I am a licensed commercial class A driver with tanker, bus, and passenger
endorsements. I have provided military National Guard charter transport in Louisiana,
and oil company crew transport to ports and rigs. I am also in the process of obtaining
my private pilot’s license. I have been in transportation for over 15 yrs and possess
extensive operational and business experience in commercial and private
transportation.

Red line Transportation, llc and Open Arms mission is to unveil ones’ purpose
through aligning hearts to God's original intent for humankind by creating posterity and
generational wealth reformation.

Through innovative transportation, air taxi travel technologies, and community
assistance development centers, we will provide employment and vendor contracts,
create, and revitalize businesses, provide city grants, and create home ownerships.
Alongside job readiness training, licensures, and entrepreneurships.

The projected plans will restore structure and bring back solid foundations to cities and
communities. We will also provide operational budget plans that will provide additional
revenue for the city’s fiscal years. The projected timeline will be 3 months to 3 yrs for
development from initial start date.

Red Line Ground / Air transportation – Revolutionizing the transportation industry
with anti-gravity travel. New air, rail, and ground hydrogen operated Tesla vehicles. Free
business, charter and non-emergency transport services for veterans, the elderly and
youth outreach programs. Along with free public transport in surrounding counties for
community transportation.



· Import / Export Transportation – Hub stations to provide food and
commodity transport supply services, also the purchase of new energy efficient
food trucks, planes and vehicles for road and air travel services.

· Open Arms wealth, finance, and community banking services. providing
wealth management and financial resources.

· Diversified Insurance Underwriters, a multi-faceted insurance program
consisting of coverage for home, auto, commercial, and medical expense
insurance policies.

· “A New Vibe” Radio and media outlets for youth to create and enjoy healthy
music and broadcasting.

New Transportation Technologies T&S#104
Project Summary/Outline: As we enter the Golden Age of Mankind, many advanced
technologies and tools will be released to benefit all of humanity.  We will be creating
GOLDEN AGE TECHNOLOGIES to help create, build, and distribute all the new
advanced technologies that will be released to humanity.  In addition, Golden Age
Technologies will make direct grant investments to businesses, individual inventors, and
universities to cultivate even newer and advanced technologies that will continue to add
to humanity’s abundance and general well-being. The hope is that soon, much of our
economy could be automated and that will allow people everywhere to work less (if at
all), and to have even more time for family, leisure, recreation, and personal
self-discovery doing what you truly love!

The Diplomats T&S#105

Introduction:
As tensions rise across the Globe, The Alliance is finding more People to help them
transition to NESARA and GESARA. Implementing the Quantum Financial System
incorrectly could lead to disastrous results. There are Beings from the past who have
seen the distorted outcomes, uses and abuses of power when misunderstood. How do
you think we got into this mess in the first place? We understand the consequences of
naivete. This is a Military Operation at its core. We will not underestimate our enemies,
while letting Humanity choose to remember Their Divinity.



Mission:
REAL-TIME RESCUE with DOCUMENTARY OF DISCLOSURE
With proper funding and production crews, we aim to air the show weekly on CBC. A
longer 1 hour+ cinematic showcase airs the last week of every month that will tie in
together the previous weeks' material, and provide truthful, heartwarming, Family'
"edutainment" to the People. No CGI. No lies.

We will honor the past, while we investigate our true collective history. Together, moving
forward we will co-create an unfathomably inspiring future. WE are the Technology of
Tomorrow! This is our Collective Ascension Story. Each country has a right to defend
itself first. We'll go behind the scenes with the hard working Men and Women here in
Canada; to find out exactly what goes into Canada's air defense, as two Civilian
Brothers go through pilot training with the RCAF.

As we transition to a World without war; troops will all go home to their countries and
serve their fellow People. We hope in each country Managing Directors will tell their
side of the story; getting Their People familiar with full disclosure regarding what has
really happened here on Earth!

Additional Objectives:
● Implement LWS Programs through Production (ie: getting everyone in The

Production on Employment Contract Shares).
● Ensure Canadian LWS Directors are supported; and their CACs are set up in the

most remote communities in Canada.
● Get Canadian Forces on ECS, as well as their associated Industries.

Discovery and Information Center project T&S#106
A prelude: I was remembering my teaching days and what I loved about teaching. I
loved giving the children a topic and encouraging them to explore and discover.

I truly felt joy when I inspired others to find joy in exploration and discovery. My second
graders made a tropical rainforest in the classroom. They were thrilled to learn and
display it in the room. We stacked boxes to make the tree trunks and a fish netting for
the canopy. One of the children wanted to spray water into the air to help get the true
feeling of a rainy rainforest. We had sounds of birds and rain for the rainforest that we
played.  When the room was complete, we gave tours to the other classrooms. The
children were very excited which made me excited.



So, I took that idea to make a Discovery Center for all ages. I want to give people a
chance to try things and get excited about learning and want to find their desires. Also, it
is an information center for new technology.

Discovery Center
● A place where people of all ages can come and learn about their world,

themselves and what new techniques and technologies are available to them.
● A hands-on learning center to inspire and expand the mind to try new things such

as new agriculture technologies, yoga/tai chi, art, music, dance, foods, crafts,
hobbies, and environmental healing to name a few.

● Agriculture wing will have info on hemp and non-GMO seeds and a hydroponics
greenhouse to view and touch. Also, any new technologies and machinery that
they may want.

● Hands-on learning about light and sound energy and frequencies that lead to
learning about  healing with frequencies.

● Display the types of alternative healing modalities that are in the healing center.
● Several Biodomes of different landscapes and plants with recorded sounds to

give a full sensory experience. (Ex: desert, rain forest, Midwest Forest, China
bamboo forest)

● A concierge service to help people get more information to find classes, schedule
spa treatments, healers in the healing center, and appointments for the CAC to
get funding they need to incorporate their newfound passions and desires.

● A petting zoo and discovery of different animals.
● A small stage area for classes, demonstrations, musicians, or theater plays

New Technology T&S#107
Source and fund new technology companies to help bring new products to consumers
and manufacturers faster.

This will include health and healing; farming; clean-up of air, water, and soil; food
processing; electrical grid; move from fossil fuels to new tech for cars, homes,
commercial and industrial buildings (retrofit old equipment with new).

These changes won’t happen overnight, it will be a process to move into a better future!

RSS

A way to get as many people signed up in the RSS Program quickly is to contact
Youtubers and others with big followings, if they aren’t already part of the RSS. Some
people have millions of followers.



Rebuilding the Earth's natural magnetic field TS#108
Rebuilding the Earth's natural magnetic field to help the Earth restore itself.

Electromagnetic/ether weapons will be part of the patents we will receive. Together with
the weather control systems, of which there are probably two different ones at the
moment, one controlled by the DS, the other by the WH, it could be a good solution to
combine these two to bring the Earth back to its original paradisiacal state.

There have already been several experiments on the creation of an electromagnetic
field on a smaller scale, and the measurable changes in plants and animals. Corn,
which was cultivated in this field, grew much bigger, and also had more yield. One
experiment was also to hatch a fertilized chicken egg in this electromagnetic field, with
the result that the hatched chick developed into a special breed of chicken, which no
longer existed in this form on earth. A primeval chicken.

The electromagnetic field of the earth has also influenced the DNA of plants, animals
and humans. It would therefore also contribute to healing as a whole.

If one now restores the natural electromagnetic field of the earth, and at the same time
the weather control system can be used, it would be possible, within a short time,
deserts, wasteland etc again into the healthy condition, as the earth once looked, to
shift back.

This one can apply then also on other planets.

TECHNOLOGY TS#108

CREATE THE PLATFORM THAT WILL HOUSE ALL RESEARCH STORED IN

THE ARCHIVES.

We will want a single system that provides an interconnect ability of definite facts that
connect research with additional branching content. This will broaden our view for
decision making. If we used a platform like this would we have built nuclear power
plants without a way to neutralize them? I can see how it will be an asset to this garden
that we are growing.

All Humanitarians involved will be encouraged to meticulously keep notes with-in this
program.

Our Divine Consciousness will readily connect all possibilities.



These possibilities will be kept and closely analyzed in the background until summoned
for closer inspection.

This is an open sourced system. Meaning that it is open to everyone and anyone. For
viewing or input.

Each individual will have their own account. Tuned to their personal frequency. Other’s
input that has reacted to your research will alert of a connection.

Each account that inspired the research will have to accept it to be a completed piece. If
the research was initially intended for a different direction, then it won’t be necessary for
both parties to accept.

At this point I zoom into the details prematurely. The big picture is simple: In the hope of
avoiding the over use of compliance boards, associations that over-see, approve,
restrict or issue permits the open source system will provide the transparency and the
platform for debate, testing and discussion.

The Archives will be available and accessible over the complete and entire planet. This
will be the complete and true record of all possibilities discoverable of the relationship
between every natural particle and the benefit it will provide. If possible, a platform such
as The Archives could and should be available across the universe.

We will be putting the best teams together for its creation. How this program will work
has almost been done in many other programs and also on much less of a scale. This
program will be able to connect all pieces, across the universe together, allowing
individuals to work together, on the same projects while on different planets. It must
have the depth of team deep-dives into projects as well as ability to store and connect
notations to matching possibilities.

The Archives will also hold the researched technology that will build the Research
Centers and Bio-Lab-Spheres. There will be great debate over what will be researched.
These debates will be of a public order. The interest of all living creatures will be, and
should be, the most important discussions that any inhabitant spends their efforts on.

When we consider how little input our citizens have had on what will be created and
built upon our living Earth, we are able to see how we, as a group, have allowed
needless harm to ourselves and the other living beings that we are responsible to.

It is almost too much to fathom the needs of such a program that people will benefit fully
from. The current internet system is a close possibility.

The beginning is the most important part of the work.
Plato– The Republic

World Weather Control TS#109
Humanitarian Project Seven:
Weather Controlling Technology for Adverse Weather Conditions



The Lord has quickened my heart with another humanitarian project that can
dramatically change the landscape of the world through weather control.

In the wake of the catastrophe with Hurricane Ian over Florida, there is a significant and
urgent need to develop useful technology to control adverse weather conditions
throughout the world.

As we can predict and monitor these kinds of climatic weather conditions, we need the
ability to manipulate the weather, to be able to nip these potentially devastating weather
events through meteorological instruments.

Just as the enemy has been able to use HARP Technology to manipulate the weather
and land masses for nefarious reasons, we will be able to create technology to
positively control and ward off any hurricanes, tornadoes, typhoons, earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions.

Just as we are able to do back burning with forests, to positively control any forest fire
outbreaks, we will be able to control adverse weather conditions and convert them into
positive and beneficial weather flows around the world.

As we live in a world that has brought about disastrous weather conditions and much of
these have been brought about by man’s greed for money and power, this weather
control initiative has the potential of bringing the earth back to its original weather
patterns.This will assist the earth’s population in its farming activities to produce the
desired food products to feed the masses. It will also allow nature itself to begin to grow
the beneficial plants and herbs for sustainable healthy living.

The proposal is to develop this appropriate weather controlling technology (which is
probably in existence as we speak) and make it available to every country in the world,
to control its own weather and reduce the advent of devastating weather patterns.

This also includes the controlling of droughts and floods, due to not having enough or
too much rainfall.

The proposal also includes studies to be conducted to determine the perfect weather
conditions around the world for every season and in every region, as created by God
when He created the world.

This initiative is not designed to manipulate the weather artificially to suite man’s desires
for their own region of the world, as certain weather patterns are intertwined to
compliment other surrounding regions and countries appropriately.

This is why there is a need for studies to be conducted, to determine the right weather
conditions in every region of the world in collaboration with other countries, to
compliment the needs of every country and not to benefit one country to the detriment
of another.

Let’s get the world back to its original state, to support life on earth, for human beings
and the animal kingdom as God intended.



Fly me to the moon TS#110

A company that dovetails into and works seamlessly with other transportation
companies and manufacturers' visions. We will incorporate free energy and anti gravity
capabilities in our vehicles.

Whilst it is in my sights to become a manufacturer of such vehicles, my primary vision is
one of design. My intention is to offer our design services to businesses across the
board.

It will be our pleasure to engage the creative juices of innovative, far-seeing mentalities,
which draw upon the elements of nature and convenience in order to design high tech,
immensely attractive vehicles for both private and business use.

Ideally these minds will work alongside other companies' designers, to bring out the
very best and most unique, individualized vehicles for use above and on all types of
terrain.

It is our aim to design vehicles which deliver on concepts of pleasure, safety, practicality.
Speed of delivery, ease of operation and beauty.

(We will liaise with the ESS and ICCH programs).


